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Dining Room 
Preliminary Work 

 
 

207. Refinish or polish hardwood floors 

208. Professionally clean the carpeting or area rugs 

209. Repair any worn spots on carpeting or replace with area rugs 

210. Professionally clean window treatments 

211. Be consistent with window treatments on all the windows in the room 

212. Clean ceiling fans and make sure they are operational 

213. Remove any “extra” furniture that crowds the room 

214. Remove and box any unnecessary dishes from your china cabinet 

215. Clean the lighting fixtures 

216. Repair and stain any nicks or scratches in the furniture 

217. Vacuum the carpet and rugs 

218. Sweep the floor 

219. Dust mop or mop the floor (whatever you feel is necessary to make it look its best) 

220. Dust the furniture & lamps (including light bulbs) 

221. Wash the windows (dust window ledges) 

222. Polish any wooden pieces (including trim, window frames, baseboards, doors, crown molding etc.) 

223. Polish and shine any hardware (brass, brushed nickel, stainless, rubbed bronze etc) 

 

Personal List of Additional Items Not Mentioned Above 

To Do 

Done 
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Finishing Touches – Staging – Icing on the cake!  
 

224. For an elegant look, set table for four – with china, crystal and silverware. For a more modern look – dishes,    
 napkins, glassware with “pops” of color  

225. A low centerpiece of either silk flowers or candles 

226. A side table arranged with a  tea set, cups and saucers, and a couple of ceramic bowls of fruit 

227. The interior light on in the china buffet (if applicable)  

228. A grouping of pretty painted dishes on the wall 

229. The overhead chandelier on a dimmer switch 

230. A small decorator lamp for accent lighting 

231. A large, framed mirror across one wall to add a sense of depth 

232. A dramatic curtain swag across the tops of windows (and sliding door)  

233. Potted trees and hanging ferns drawing your eye away from bare corners 

234. A large accent rug on the floor in the center of the room 

 

Personal List of Additional Items Not Mentioned Above 


